AFRICAN AMERICAN MALES ARE NOT ENGAGED IN A GREAT CONSPIRACY TO FAIL THEMSELVES. THEY CONTINUE TO UNDERPERFORM IN SCHOOL AS THEY WAIT FOR EDUCATORS TO GET IT RIGHT.

We need to squeeze enabling texts for every ounce of possibility they contain for advancing the literacy development of African American adolescent males.

“...It’s not about reading scores. It’s about scoring with reading.”

Alfred W. Tatum
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IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT THEIR LITERACY, IT’S ABOUT THEIR LIVES.
—ALFRED TATUM

In Reading for Their Life Alfred Tatum takes a bold step beyond Teaching Reading to Black Adolescent Males. He shows how teachers can encourage African American adolescent males to connect with reading and change the trajectory of their lives by defining who they are through textual lineages—texts with significance, carefully chosen for instruction because they are useful to young black males and because they matter. With works ranging from Up from Slavery and Sounder to the contemporary Handbook for Boys, Tatum helps you:

• understand what African American male readers need

• select enabling texts that have worked in Tatum’s own teaching

• build textual lineages by putting meaningful texts at the core of a challenging curriculum

• engage readers in the curriculum through essential questions, writing, and self-assessment.

“African American males are not engaged in a great conspiracy to fail themselves,” writes Tatum. “They continue to underperform in school as they wait for educators to get it right.” Join Alfred Tatum, use Reading for Their Life, and strive for “a way to squeeze enabling texts for every ounce of possibility they contain for advancing the literacy development of African American adolescent males.”
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